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SPITFIRE REBORN!
By Bill Gunn

Experimental Aircraft Association!

! Chapter 168

Iconic aircraft seem to be born that
way……Few would doubt that the North
American Mustang and the DC3 were
winners from day one. Pilots argue
endlessly which are the greatest aircraft; if
you make the topic military fighters that
literally change the world, the Mustang and
the Supermarine Spitfire certainly would be
on most every list.

was just in time for the Battle of Britain –
the continued development of the Rolls
Royce Merlin engine was just in time over
and over to keep the Spitfire (and Mustang)
competitive. Continual development of the
airframe led to the Spitfire filling roles it
was never intended for – reconnaissance,
bomber, and carrier base interceptor – just
in time.

Born in the mind of a man whom many
have heard of – R. J. Mitchell, yet
developed to its fullest potential by one few
have heard of – Joseph Smith, the Spitfire
story reads like a movie script. Born out of
necessity in the 1930’s, developed with
daring technology for the time, the phrase
“just in time” fits the Spitfire. Production

Today the Spitfire in kit form lives again
in Cisco Texas as the Mk 26B.
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As a pilot from a very young age, the idea
of a “real” Spitfire gelled in the mind of
Michael O’Sullivan. Mike grew up in
Western Australia on a cattle station.
See Spitfire on page 5...
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Presidents Message

From the President’s Desk
By Michael Stephan

It been a very interesting month. Some real good flying days mixed in with some severe weather. I took advantage of
the good days.
Last month our speaker at the meeting was Joe Santee who talked about and showed pictures of his time in Laos flying
F-4 Phantoms into vietnam. It was very interesting and we thank
Joe for sharing his experience.
I would also like to thank Ray Heyde of the Aviation Training
Resource Center. He offered us time in his simulators. Serveral
members spent an evening playing with some of the simulators
there. The most popular ones were the G1000 simulator and the
Redbird full-motion simulator. If you need training, or just want to
have some fun check out the ATRC (www.atrcsim.com).
If you noticed the different look of the newsletter, that is because I
am back editing the publication. David Buono’s work schedule is
not very compatible with the newsletter schedule, and I want to
thank him on behalf of Chapter 168 for the last four years of high
quality, award-winning newsletters. Although he wont be laying out
the newsletter, David has agreed to stay on the staff as a contributor.
Producing the newsletter is not an easy task, but it has its rewards.
If you want to know what those are, you will have to volunteer to be Pete Miller and his wife Lenora take a “spin” in the
full-motion Redbird simulator.
the editor.

Fish Fry

By Michael Stephan

On April 21st the McKinney Chapter hosted their annual
Fish Fry. Since it was beautiful weather, I couldn’t pass up
jumping in the RV-8 and flying over.

It wasn’t the only show quality aircraft there. Scott
Carter’s Xtra Eze also made the trip over from Addison.
That airplane won top awards at Oshkosh a few years ago
and it gathers attention everywhere it goes.

I was clear sky with the occasional bump, but it was
mostly pleasant. About 10 miles south of McKinney, I
spotted a biplane at my altitude. I crept over for a better
look an then headed to the airport. The biplane was also
going to the Fish fry as it landed a few minutes later. It was
the second biplane to arrive. It was out of Mesquite, and it
was a beautiful plane. It was a Starduster built in the
1970’s and it was in show condition. It looked brand new.
The airplanes were fun to look at, but the star of the show
was the fried fish, fresh cut french fries, cole slaw, and
beans. It was so good that I had to go back for a second
helping.
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Monthly Schedule

May 1st Chapter Meeting

May 8th Board Meeting

The May Chapter meeting
will be on Tuesday May
1st. It will be held at the
Farmers Branch
Library, located on the
northwest corner of
Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in
the auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and
finish by 9:00.

The BOD meeting will be held on May 8th at the Farmers
Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The minutes from the
April BOD meeting recorded by Frank Prokop are as
follows:
In attendance: Michael Stephan, Jim Canniff, Frank
Prokop, Bruce Fuller, Brad Roberts, Ann Asberry, Norm
Biron, Sam Cooper, Mel Asberry

This month we have a
change in plan. we have been
trying
to get Michael O’Sullivan, owner of Supermarine Aircraft
from Cisco, Texas to come speak and now we have. So we
are bumping the website presentation to another time.
Bill Gunn wrote a great article about Michael and the
history of the Spitfire Kit that he now produces in Cisco,
Texas. We are excited to have him come and speak.
Should be a great meeting. Bring a friend.

May 5th Chapter Fly-In
By Michael Stephan

The May Chapter fly-in will be on Saturday May 5th to
Cedar Mills on Lake Texoma (one of my favorite places).
As the summer starts to heat up, we will meet on the ramp
at 8:30 for a breakfast walk to the restaurant in the marina.
The food is very good there. Cedar Mills always has a
good turn-out.
Should be a fun day, weather permitting, and I hope to see
many of you there.

May Monthly Social Gathering
By Michael Stephan

Since the month ends with the Memorial Day weekend,
We are skipping the Chapter’s social gathering for the
month of May. But don’t be discouraged. The Chapter’s
biggest social event is a few weeks later at Shortstop as
Mel and Ann Asberry host the Chapter picnic on June 9th.

General Meeting, Speaker / Subject
Tue. May 1: medley of online presentation of great
aviation websites + phone apps + Jim
Canniff’s Sun ‘n Fun review
Tue. June 5: photographer Jay Miller
Tue. July 3: Tom Whiteman’s AME presentation
Chapter Fly Out
Sat. May 5: Cedar Mills breakfast; 8:30 am
September 15: Terrell Fly-in (EAA 168 to support) Flights
of our Fathers museum and CAF, with a nationally
sanctioned BBQ cook-off
Other Events or Fly-Out Locations of Interest
Visit Replica Bugatti 100p Airplane project in east Tulsa
Oklahoma.
Visit Southwest Airline flight simulator facility – Pete
Miller to confirm
Treasurer Report
Report given by Brad. Had 0 new members and 3
renewals.
Old Business
This NTEAACO in Terrell will be a focal point for a
September 15 fly-in at their airport. Discussions are
underway among local chapters to see what their
participation might be (volunteer work, booths, chapter
promotions, forums, etc.). This could be a great future flyin for the NorthEast Texas area.
New Business
The Asberry’s have again offered their residential/airport
resort for our annual chapter picnic on Saturday June 9.
Stay tuned for details. It promises to be a gala event what
with their new mega-parking lot.
A new newsletter editor is needed. Michael Stephan has
volunteered to drive the next 3 months while looking for a
committee to produce articles and share the other
designated sections of the letter. Also, it was considered
dropping the number of pages from 12 to 10. We’ll
probably do a trial and discuss the resulting opinions.
Also discussed is the “Expiration cards” to be snail-mailed,
in addition to the existing email notices.
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News and Notes

Upcoming Fun Stuff

Young Eagles Event May 19th

May has several good flying events. You can find a list of
them on page 10. But two am looking forward to. On May
5th the chapter fly-in is to Cedar Mills for breakfast. That is
one of my favorite places to go. It is even better on a cool
spring morning.

Jim Quinn in planning a Young Eagles event for May
19th at Dallas Executive airport. We plan to start at 8:30 in
he morning and be finished by 10:30.

By Michael Stephan

By Michael Stephan

Later that day, Aerocountry is have in Cinco de Mayo flyin from 11am - 2pm. It is sponsored by the Aero Country
East development to help promote its properties. It
includes aerobatic performances, skydiving, and flyovers.
Sounds like fun, and it is on my way coming back from
Lake Texoma.
I’m not sure this is why I built an airplane, but it is fun.

The group we are flying is the students from the Skyline
High School aviation program. Afterwards, a former
student, who got his A&P license then a 4-year degree,
owns and operates an FBO and repair facility at Dallas
Executive, is offering a Hot Dog cookout and a tour of the
facility.
Should be a fun morning. Even if you don’t plan to fly,
come on out and help with the ground operations.
If you need more information contact Jim Quinn at
(jquinn3@gmail.com).

New Board of Directors
By Michael Stephan

Last month at the April Chapter meeting we elected our
Board of Directors for 2012. We appreciate the service of
the new Board members which are as follows:
•Ann Asberry
•Mel Asberry
•Bruce Fuller
•Pete Miller
•Jim Caniff
•Sam Cooper
We also thank those who served on the Board in the past
year. Most have served for several years and we appreciate
the their contributions to the leadership of Chapter 168.
We still have room on the board for a few more members.
If you are interested in participating in the direction of our
Chapter, contact one of the current members and we can
add you to the Board.
The Board meets on the second tuesday of the month in
the Farmers Branch Library Conference Room. The
meeting starts at 7pm and lasts about 90 minutes.. Any
Chapter 168 member is welcome to attend the meeting.
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Spitfire
An uncle collected WW II surplus in the late 1940s for
pennies on the dollar, so Mike grew up a WW II buff. “I
had 50 acres of trucks, tanks and airplanes, including WW
II Spitfires, to play with.” Mike started Supermarine
Aircraft in Brisbane more than 20 years ago. For the history
buffs, Mike owns the Supermarine name, acquired from the
original family that held it since the 1920’s.

“I wanted an aircraft for myself that was as real a Spitfire
as I could make, not just something painted up like one.”
Mike and Supermarine Aircraft have invested years of
engineering work, ground and flight testing, engine
dynamometer testing, hundreds of instrumented test flights
for flight control, engine management, and the endless list
of problems to be solved behind every successful aircraft.
“We started out selling kits in Australia, South Africa,
New Zealand, and Europe. The rules for kit aircraft are
very stringent, especially in the UK; we basically have
engineered this aircraft from spinner to tail. The whole
aircraft is load tested to 9 G’s - we have done complete
ground tests and hired a British test pilot to fly a complete
CAA test program, spins, out of CG testing, the whole lot.
My structural engineer, Mike Burns, has been with me all
the way in the design.”
“The engine took a lot of thought and a step-by-step
development process. The first generation kits were Jabaru
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powered. While this is a fine engine and does very well in
the earlier kits, a liquid cooled inline V was the obvious
solution.”
In his search for the perfect power plant, Mike discovered
an interesting fact. An Australian company routinely uses a
version of the General Motors LS 2 series aluminum V8 as
a pump engine. Mike immediately realized this duty cycle
is very similar to the high demands made on aircraft
engines – start up - warm up - high continuous power for
hours - cool down – shut down. Starting with this dash
number engine, Supermarine spent more than three years
perfecting every aspect of making this outstanding engine
the perfect choice for the Spitfire. “Anyone experienced in
this area can tell you there is no such thing and simply
dropping an automotive engine in an aircraft and flying
away. We spent endless hours engineering this V8 to our
needs, including our own in-house Propeller Reduction
Unit (PRU).” Mike and Supermarine chose a belt redrive
combined with and electrically controlled propeller for a
trouble free solution. Another big part of the solution is an
Engine Control Unit (ECU). Mike asked MoTeC of Sidney
to create a purpose designed ECU that would meet the
unique demands of aviation. “576 test flights and a lot of
dyno time, but we now have an ECU that will handle
anything a pilot could ask. We ask the builder to install the
ECU as is, just plug it in.” To date, this proprietary ECU
unique to Supermarine Aircraft has worked flawlessly.
Mike has been asked if this is just another kit, or is it
really a Spitfire.
“Well, it isn’t a legacy Spitfire; they have all been built.
There are perhaps 80 in the world, with one half that
flyable. Like any of the front line fighter warbirds, the cost
to own and operate is very, very high.”
“My goal from the outset was to build the closest thing
possible to a legacy Spitfire without the prohibitive cost. It
had to look, fly, and handle like the legacy Spit or I wasn’t
interested.”
So, is this a Spitfire or not?
Alex Henshaw is a well know name in the history of the
Spitfire. Hired as the factory test pilot in the 1930s and
carrying on right through the war, he has perhaps flown
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more Spitfires that anyone else in the world; a record never
to be broken.
“Alex Henshaw not only flew Spitfires, but he flew nearly
every model of fighter aircraft that was in production
during the war. About seven years ago, I was invited to his
house in England, a very rare occasion for him to have
visitors. He had done his homework about me and I was
invited for lunch but ended up spending the day with him.
He was just an amazing guy.”

“Henshaw was absolutely thrilled that we were
resurrecting the Spitfire and that we were making it
immortal. That’s what he said. His words were, ‘That we
were making it immortal and it would go on.’ He said,
‘You’ve done, for all the people that flew and worked on
them, a service, in that the Spitfire is still going to live.
That’s what I’m thrilled with.’ And he really was. He said
‘In the modern world today, you could not it do it any other
way. You can’t put a Merlin engine in it. You can’t build it
like the original because the cost is just too much. You
have built it the only way that pilots can afford it.’”
When asked if Henshaw ever flew in the MK 26B Spitfire
O’Sullivan replied, “No, he never did. He was to fly one
but he became very ill just about that time. He wanted to.
He definitely did. It’s funny because the department of
aviation had taken the license off him some years before
that. He said, ‘I’ve got to fly one. It will do you good if I
can fly one. Can you imagine what it will do?’ And I said,
‘But Alex, you don’t have a license.’ ‘Damn the license,’ he
said. ‘I don’t care about that. At my age, I don’t care
anything like that!’ That’s the sort of fellow he was. And
he would have but we didn’t have an available aircraft in
England just at that time. Alex was well into his 90s, so it
was just too bad.”
So is it a Spitfire? If you ask Mike, he will tell you “Make
that decision yourself. Alex did, and I cannot think of a
more qualified opinion than his!”
So why the move? Why Cisco, Texas?
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“After 19 years of successful production in Australia, the
decision was tough. I knew I would have to shut down for
an extended period and start anew after the move. But, all
of the raw materials come from the USA; we were paying
shipping twice – once to get it to Australia, and a second
time to get it to overseas customers. As a company, we had
hit a plateau. Shipping costs were going up and I did not
want to raise kit prices.
And, ‘made in America’
sounded good to me. So,
we took the plunge.”
“Cisco has been great. I
knew I had to have full
support from the
community, and we do.
Supermarine Aircraft now
resides in a brand new
10,000 sq. foot purposed
build hangar on the
airport, 3F2. We are just
one hour west of the
Dallas / Fort Worth area,
right on Interstate 20.
Perfect. Builder customers
often want a factory tour
so easy access to an
international airport was
important. I also wanted
year ‘round flying
weather, which we have. I
encourage pilots to fly in
for a tour and a visit!”
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So, does this fly like a Spitfire?
For cross country, Mike says that he typically sets the
power at an engine RPM of 3200 which
delivers about 160 knots indicated at sea
level on 9.5 gallons / hour. That is about a
42% power setting. At 60% power setting
the aircraft flies at 180 knots IAS sea level
and 10.5 GPH. One happy Australia builder
told Mike he flies at 200 knots sea level IAS
on 13 GPH. The gross weight full of fuel
and passengers is 2000 pounds; standard
fuel capacity is 37 gallons and long range
tanks give 48 gallons total.
“The engine is beautifully smooth. The power curve is
very progressive and lovely throughout the full speed
range. Interesting, the Mk 26B with the LS 2 engine has
about the same power to weight ratio as the Mk IX legacy
Spitfire. We don’t go as fast as the Mk IX, but in climb and
turning performance, those who have flown both the Mk IX
and the MK 26B say there is an uncanny similarity.”

Africa, and Italy. The USAAF also used Spitfires for high
speed photo reconnaissance. One of the factory demo
aircraft, “High Lady” replicates a specific PR Spitfire. It
was the first PR Spitfire over Berlin and was
flown by an American.”
“This type of flying isn’t for everyone. I love the
fact that every aspect of flying appeals to
someone. For the individual that feels the sense of
history, the pivotal role the Spitfire played and
wants the challenge of a unique aircraft that will
preserve history, then perhaps I have the kit for
them. Besides, it is just so nice to fly!”

www.supermarineaircraft.com

Mike has flown the airplane many times across Australia,
going to air displays and says it is very comfortable to fly
on long trips.
“You do not set off across the Outback unless you are
absolutely sure of reliability – so we took care to build
redundancy in the ECU, the fuel system, electrical, gear
retraction and extension, all of the critical systems.”
“Almost more importantly to me, it had to maneuver and
feel like the legacy Spit. Ask anyone lucky enough to fly a
Spitfire and the first thing you hear about is the feel, how it
flies. Mitchell used the elliptical wing for practical reasons
– the thin airfoil section needed enough chord to house the
landing gear and the guns. The elliptical shape reduced
drag, all very practical. What resulted was one of the great
events in aviation – an aircraft that was easy and forgiving
to fly while having a sweet feel rarely equaled. Many
fighters ‘fly on the engine’. The Spitfire ‘flies on the wing’.
If the engine stops, it’s not a bad glider. I had to capture this
in the MK 26B; I think I did.”
So, what does the future hold?
“We have just about 100 kits in the field, about 40 aircraft
flying around the world. The Supermarine business plan
calls for limited sales of quick build kits. We meet the FAA
certification as an approved 51% experimental, amateur
built category aircraft. We have kits available now; we are
working out a program to sell the kit in sections to spread
out the cost. We did not find a marketing need for a
fuselage kit, wing kit, etc. in Australia due to the long
shipping distances. In the USA, it is a different story. We
are aggressively working on this and will have it out soon.”
“Perhaps a lot of war bird enthusiasts don’t realize that
the USAAF got ‘reverse lend-lease’ from Britain. Just
about 1,000 Spitfires were provided to the Americans and
were flown by USAAF pilots. They were used in England,
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N517AD Gets A Few Birthday Gifts
By David Buono

As my airplane’s second birthday was coming up back in
February, I had a few updates and upgrades on my mind for
when I brought her down for the yearly condition
inspection. Last month, I mentioned operation “Keep The
Wife Warm During Cold Flights” and talked about the first
upgrade along those lines, which was the aileron pushrod
boots. Those attach to the aileron pushrod that goes out
through the side of the airplane, through the wing, and
attaches to a bell crank in the wing. The boots form
somewhat of a seal between the pushrod and the fuselage
side skin to drastically cut down on the amount of wind
coming through that hole in the fuselage. There’s one more
important update to support the warm wife mission along
with a few others aimed at comfort and cockpit
organization.
With a major source of draft in the cockpit sealed up by
the pushrod boots, it was time to consider how to provide
more heat to the cockpit. I considered adding a second heat
muff, but one look at my engine compartment and that idea
was shot down. I just didn’t want to add another muff
along with more SCAT tubing to an already cramped
engine compartment. I might tackle this project at some
point down the road when I have time to dedicate to replanning a few bits and pieces, but now is not the time.
The other thing I considered was to buy my wife a heated
suit like those popular with motorcyclists. These are a
good option, especially if you rent or fly in different
airplanes. The one thing to watch is the current draw. You
could easily get up to 10 amps of current draw with a vest
and pants, which could be a lot for most cigarette lighters.
Mine is on a 5A breaker, so I would have to rewire a few
things to make this solution work. The other downside to
this idea is it has to be worn all the time if you think there
might be a use for it. And lastly, the price is high for good
quality stuff. Gerbing, which is one of the top brands of
heated gear for the motorcycle crowd, charges $200 for
their heated pants and $140 for their heated vest.
The solution I settled on was heated seats. It didn’t take
me long to realize this was the best solution for me. I could
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semi-permanently wire it, which would allow me to hide
the wires and make the installation nice and neat. I have
plenty of juice coming off my #1 alternator, which is a 60A
model, so I have amperage to spare. Most models pull
about 6A on high, and that’s with 2 pads (1 for seat back
and 1 for seat). This seemed to me to be the best solution.
There are multiple vendors producing good quality seat
heaters of the same style. They aren’t much thicker than a
paper towel and have the heating element wires running all
through it, so I didn’t think they’d change the look or feel
of the seat. Flyboy Accessories has their model seat heater,
which looks like a copy of another company’s popular
design, for $50 on their web site. I pulled the trigger and
thought I’d figure out the rest once they got here. Once
they showed up, I took them to the airport and quickly
realized my oversight. I have seats from Classic Aero, and
I knew the area on the seat back and bottom where the
piece attaches to the plane via piano hinge was open. I
envisioned stuffing my hand inside between the foam and
the leather and pushing the thin heating element up high
enough to get it all concealed. What I didn’t account for is
the stitching in the seat is such that shoving your hand up
higher than a few inches is impossible without cutting the
stitching. I wasn’t about to do that, so I had to break it to
my wife that the seat heaters had to go back. She wasn’t
going to let that happen without a fight, so she said “leave
the heaters and the seats with me, and I’ll see what I can
do.” Yes Ma’am!
Two weeks went by and I had almost forgotten about the
seat heaters when my wife summoned me to the spare
bedroom, which doubles as her sewing/craft/storage room.
She had copied the
pattern of the original
seat matching the color
almost exactly, only she
did it in a soft fabric
that would be
comfortable to sit on.
She designed the back
of the seatback cover so
that we still could use
the seatback pocket and
putting the covers on
and off where no
problem at all. She
then sewed the paper
towel-esque seat
heaters to the covers.
The seat heaters came
prewired with a plug
that can be easily
pulled to take the seat
covers off and out of
the plane at any time.
Along with the plug, the
heaters came prewired with an automotive style switch with
3 positions, high, low, and off. I mounted the switch high
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in the flap motor cover facing forward for easy access but
in a high enough position it is unlikely to be turned on by
accident. On top of the switch and the plug, there is an
inline fuse as well. Because the fuse was already wired in,
I wired the heaters
directly to my
number one bus.
As long as the
number 1 master is
on, the heaters
should have power.
I stuck the relay in
the
same
compartment as the
flap motor, which is
right between the
seats in the side-byside RV’s.
The
toughest part of the
whole project was
running the power
wire through the
existing wire
bundles, especially
up under the panel.
Anybody that has ever crawled around on their back under
an RV panel knows the pain I went through. The wife
better appreciate those heaters!
While I was under the panel, I installed another upgrade
that’s been sitting around waiting to be installed. When I
bought my new Bose headset, I purchased the harness that
allows the headset to be powered by the airplane instead of
relying on batteries. I left the original jacks there in case I
ever wanted to plug a standard headset into the plane, I
would have that option.

the bubbles and to keep it straight as the sticky back took
hold.
The last birthday gift for my trusty bird was the addition
of 2 cup holders. We’ve had a couple of close calls with
drinks spilling in the cockpit while on long trips. My plan
all along was to add cup holders to the top of the fuel pump
cover. After over 2 years of flying, that pump cover is still
sitting on my shelf in the hangar untouched. A cool new
product from Bonehead Composites came along and caught
me in a weak moment. Bonehead Composites has been
around for a long time in the skydiving world. I used to
own a helmet made by them, and I always thought their
stuff was well made. Chris, the owner, is building an
RV-7A so he, of course, is starting to make a few items for
the RV and selling them. His first product was a set of cup
holders made of carbon fiber that fit on the front sloping

The next upgrade was a quick one. I finally added the
gripped wing-walk material to each side. Since I don’t plan
on painting the bird any time soon, I thought it would be a
good idea to make getting in and out of the plane a little
safer. This was a quick install and took all of 5 minutes per
side. It was nice to have a second set of hands to minimize
part of the main gear weldments in the –A model RV’s. I
got them in and took them straight to the airplane. They fit
perfectly even with the classic aero interior, and they work
exactly as promised. His next product is a fuel pump cover
with cup holders! At $250, it’s a little more than I want to
pay. And since I already have 2 cup holders now, I don’t
need them in the pump cover. But this all means I have to
get that pump cover finished, because I no longer have any
excuses!
We are all set for the summer flying season and to make
our long west coast trip in style. I can’t buy this many
“gifts” every birthday, but a plane only turns 2 once, right?
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Other Upcoming Events
By Michael Stephan

Saturday, Apr 28, 2012 — GEORGETOWN, TX. RED
POPPY FLY IN - http://www.redpoppyfestival.com,
GEORGETOWN MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (KGTU)
Hosted by the Georgetown Municipal Airport and
EAA Chapter 187. Hamburgers hot dogs 11:am - 1:pm
Fundraiser - Donations welcomed. For more information
call 512.930.3666 Contact: BettyJo Patterson 5129303666,
bettyjo.patterson@georgetown.org
Saturday, Apr 28, 2012 — San Marcos, TX. BiPlane
Fly-In 2012 San Marcos Tx - http://www.BiPlaneFlyIn.org,
San Marcos Municipal Airport (KHYI)
Come join the celebration of Double Lift! Sopwidth
Camel to new experimental FREE Lunch for flight crews
and discount fuel! This event is dedicated to the WWII
Pilots who furst mastered the Stearman, 70 years ago!
BWStearman@yahoo.com
Saturday, Apr 28, 2012 — Granbury, TX. Fly-In / DriveIn Pancake Breakfast and WINGS Seminar - (KGDJ)
The City of Granbury invites you and friends to spend a
beautiful morning at the airport and to enjoy the
camaraderie of others who share your passion for all things
aviation. Enjoy pancakes, sausage, juice and coffee. Stay
for the WINGS seminar and get credit towards your next
Flight Review. Contact: John Roberts 817-579-8533,
airport@granbury.org
Saturday, May 5, 2012 — McKinney, TX. EAA Chapter
1246 - First Saturday Coffee and Donuts - http://
www.eaa1246.org/coffeeanddonuts.asp, Collin County
Regional Airport (KTKI)
Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone Chuck Roberts
Hangar (#2520) in the McKinney Hangars Association
area. Let's gather at 9:00 am. You don't have to be a
member to attend. See you there! Contact: Smitty,
president@eaa1246.org
Saturday, May 5, 2012 11am - 2pm
Aero Country East Fly-In Celebrating Cinco De Mayo.
Food, Prize Drawings, Skydiving Performance, Formation
Flyovers. See the Grand Opening of the new Amenity
Center and pool. aerocountryeast.com
Friday, May 11, 2012 — San Marcos, TX. BBQ Fly In http://www.compliance-aviation.com/flyin.html, Blue Skies
Aviation (KHYI)

Aeroshell oil, Champion oil filters and one FREE Dynamic
Propeller Balance. Come support local aviation. 11 am to 2
pm. Contact: Shaune 512-392-7035, shaune@complianceaviation.com
Saturday, May 12, 2012 — Corsicana, TX. 14th Annual
Corsicana Airsho - http://coyotesquadron.org, Corsicana
Municipal Airport (KCRS) 9:30 - 3:00. Waivered air show
with airspace closed at 11:30. Featuring B-25 Devil Dog,
P-51 Happy Jack's Go Buggy, A-26 Invader, Tora! Tora!
Tora! with pyro, several aerobatic acts, precision formation
flying by two clubs, a parachute team, 2 Soviet era
helicopters, 2 US helicopters, 2 RC aircraft clubs, and lots
of observation/FAC aircraft and primary trainers. Contact:
Phil Krejci 903-872-3507, pnckrejci@att.net
Saturday, May 26, 2012 — Granbury, TX. Fly-In / DriveIn Pancake Breakfast and WINGS Seminar - (KGDJ)
The City of Granbury invites you and friends to spend a
beautiful morning at the airport and to enjoy the
camaraderie of others who share your passion for all things
aviation. Enjoy pancakes, sausage, juice and coffee. Stay
for the WINGS seminar and get credit towards your next
Flight Review. Contact: John Roberts 817-579-8533,
airport@granbury.org
Saturday - Sunday, May 26-27, 2012 Take to the Skies
AirFest 10:00am - 9:00pm
Mesquite Metro Airport, USA Aviation Extravaganza with
2 days of Air Shows including the Aerobatic Racing
Challenge! Balloon glow sunset on Saturday evening to
light the sky with spectacular glow of color. Enjoy a variety
of airplanes, helicopters, military aircraft, skydivers,
powered parachutes, RC aircraft and more in flight and
display throughout the day. Some flights available to
public. Exhibits, Food, Vendors, Kid’s Area, Musicand
more! Something for all ages! $5 per person, kids under 5
free!
http://www.taketotheskiesairfest.com
Saturday, June 2, 2012 Annual Pancake Breakfast Fly-In
8:00 am - 11:00 am
Mid-Way Regional Airport, Midlothian/Waxahachie, TX,
USA Classic airplanes and fighters, helicopter rides, remote
control model flyers, Midlothian Classic Wheels, Gold
Wing Road Riders, music, kids trackless train,face painting
and vendor booths. Breakfast tickets: Ages 8 and over $6, 3
to 7 $3 & 2 and under free. Event and parking free.
http://mid-wayregional.com

BBQ Fly In. Aviation season is here and KHYI has had
some major changes. The ATC tower is fully operational, a
new FBO on the field and we moved to a new and bigger
hangar. Attendees get a .40 cent per gallon discount on fuel,
courtesy of Berry Aviation. 5 per plate. Pilots Advantage
Members are FREE. Door prizes and Auctions for a case of
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mstephan@shr.net
Jquinn3@gmail.com
2+4;%&.8".#$.45.&;55+,4:2C&!4O+4.&,2$4M&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&$47+#-;:$+4B&.:5C&9+.2&2+&;:&:6.$#&+F4&9$25#.:$+4&;49&#$2IC&W6.#.7+#.B&4+&#.2"+42$`$%$:O&+#&%$;`$%$:O&$2&.8"#.22.9B&+#&$-"%$.9B&;49&
2+4;%&.8".#$.45.&;55+,4:2C&!4O+4.&,2$4M&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&$47+#-;:$+4B&.:5C&9+.2&2+&;:&:6.$#&+F4&9$25#.:$+4&;49&#$2IC&W6.#.7+#.B&4+&#.2"+42$`$%$:O&+#&%$;`$%$:O&$2&.8"#.22.9B&+#&$-"%$.9B&;49&
5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C

7+#-;:B&;49j+#&-.9$;&,2.9B&F6$56&$45%,9.2B&`,:&$2&4+:&%$-$:.9&:+B&X;4M;#&\56+.2&;49&;,9$+j&N$9.+&#.5+#9$4M2&$2&"#.2.4:.9&+4%O&$4&:6.&%$M6:&+7&;&5%.;#$4M&6+,2.&+7&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&;49&".#k
O+,&;#.&F$:6+,:&#.5+,#2.&:+&;4O+4.C&!4O&.N.4:&;44+,45.9&;49j+#&%$2:.9&6.#.$4&$2&9+4.&2+&;2&;&-;::.#&+7&$47+#-;:$+4&+4%O&;49&9+.2&4+:&5+42:$:,:.&;""#+N;%B&2"+42+#26$"B&$4N+%N.-.4:B&
O+,&;#.&F$:6+,:&#.5+,#2.&:+&;4O+4.C&!4O&.N.4:&;44+,45.9&;49j+#&%$2:.9&6.#.$4&$2&9+4.&2+&;2&;&-;::.#&+7&$47+#-;:$+4&+4%O&;49&9+.2&4+:&5+42:$:,:.&;""#+N;%B&2"+42+#26$"B&$4N+%N.-.4:B&
2+4;%&.8".#$.45.&;55+,4:2C&!4O+4.&,2$4M&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&$47+#-;:$+4B&.:5C&9+.2&2+&;:&:6.$#&+F4&9$25#.:$+4&;49&#$2IC&W6.#.7+#.B&4+&#.2"+42$`$%$:O&+#&%$;`$%$:O&$2&.8"#.22.9B&+#&$-"%$.9B&;49&
5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C
5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C
We would
like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and
future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form,
O+,&;#.&F$:6+,:&#.5+,#2.&:+&;4O+4.C&!4O&.N.4:&;44+,45.9&;49j+#&%$2:.9&6.#.$4&$2&9+4.&2+&;2&;&-;::.#&+7&$47+#-;:$+4&+4%O&;49&9+.2&4+:&5+42:$:,:.&;""#+N;%B&2"+42+#26$"B&$4N+%N.-.4:B&
!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&))format,
and/or5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without&))
recourse to
!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&))
!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter
of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event
(this
!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&))
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

